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Hello and Welcome Everyone to the April Lunch & Learn “Surviving and Thriving in Uncertainty - Creating the Risk Intelligent Enterprise ”I’m Lisa Oberg from Rockton Connect and will be your presenter today. Sheila Ochoa will provide a product demo to complete our presentation. Alright, Let’s Get To It. Just a reminder, these webinars are recorded.You will have access to the deck and the recording following today’s presentation.You will be on MUTE throughout the webinar, but I will open it up for questions at the end. If you have questions, please type them in the Questions Box within GTW or raise your hand using the hand icon and I will unmute your phone so you can verbalize your question. HIT RECORD…



AGENDA
• About Us – Get to know the people behind the 

partnership

• Brief Book Review and Inspiration for today’s Webinar
• 10 ESSENTIAL RISK INTELLIGENCE SKILLS

• Ways to Mitigate Risk and Unlock Opportunities

• Acumatica Product Demo

• Summary & Questions
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First things first….the AgendaI’ll review a little About Us. I feel it’s good to get to know the people behind the partnership.I’ll do a quick book review and talk a little about the inspiration for today’s topic - Surviving and Thriving in Uncertainty: Creating the Risk Intelligent Enterprise, authors Rick Funston and Steve WagnerBriefly touching on the 10 ESSENTIAL RISK INTELLIGENCE SKILLS  I’ll discuss “ways to mitigate risk and unlock opportunities” to address the crisis that’s among us. Sheila will do a product demo and show you some ways to leverage Acumatica Cloud ERP functionality.And finally, a Summary and time for Questions. 



TIME
FOR A

POLL
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POLL QUESTIONHow are your risk management efforts? A -  Risk avoidance is the foundation of our risk managementB -  We are working toward improving operations with data-driven decision makingC – Interested in moving our company forward with a more resilient Cloud ERP solutionD- Other



About Us
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I’m Lisa Oberg and have spent the last 14 years within the software industry with the last 9 supporting Accounting Software for the end users for a variety of solutions. There are 2 separate companies that make up Rockton. Rockton Software, an Acumatica and Microsoft Dynamics Partner, is an Independent Software Vendor (ISV). The company started in 1999 by offering custom development for clients using Microsoft Dynamics GP accounting software. Today, Rockton Software is a creative company that delivers add-on product offerings for Acumatica, Dynamics GP and custom development. Rockton Software is a virtual company that has employees with over 270 combined years of industry experience working from 7 states with its headquarters in Erie, Colorado. Serving over 5,500 companies, 100,000 users worldwide, Rockton Software supports innovation by offering Acumatica and Microsoft Dynamics GP add-on’s for all industries.  Our goal is to help you work Simpler & Easier.  With Rockton Connect, we are very excited to continue to help businesses thrive by connecting people, priorities and processes. Established in 2018 as an Acumatica Value Added Reseller bringing together a focused team of strategic minds, creative thinkers, honest conversations to drive your business forward.  Our team has a combined 20+ years of “ERP” or Enterprise Resource Planning expertise - business, technical and accounting specialists who literally can’t sleep at night until we’ve made your life easier.Thank you for your time today. I hope to bring you some value with this presentation. 
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The ability of businesses to survive and thrive often requires unconventional thinking and calculated risk taking. The key is to make the right decisions - even under the most risky, uncertain, and turbulent conditions. I recently read this book and highly recommend it.“Surviving and Thriving in Uncertainty: Creating the Risk Intelligent Enterprise”, authors Rick Funston and Steve Wagner suggest that effective risk taking is needed in order to innovate, stay competitive, and drive value creation. This book was based on many years of research and both of their practical experience at Deloitte & Touche LLP   Leveraging the concepts shared in this book and applying them to how Acumatica Cloud ERP can help support this realization that Digital Transformation is Business Imperative in 2021 and beyond. 



TEN ESSENTIAL RISK INTELLIGENCE SKILLS

1. Check your assumptions at the door 
2. Maintain constant vigilance
3. Factor in velocity and momentum
4. Manage the key connections
5. Anticipate causes and failure
6. Verify sources and corroborate information
7. Maintain a margin of safety
8. Set your enterprise time horizons
9. Take enough of the right risks
10. Sustain operational discipline
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Based on their combined decades of experience as practitioners, consultants, and advisors to numerous business professionals throughout the world, Funston and Wagner discuss the adoption of 10 ESSENTIAL RISK INTELLIGENCE SKILLS, which will improve agility, resilience, and realize benefits: Check your assumptions at the door Maintain constant vigilanceFactor in velocity and momentumManage the key connectionsAnticipate causes and failureVerify sources and corroborate informationMaintain a margin of safetySet your enterprise time horizonsTake enough of the right risksSustain operational discipline
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The Cloud ERP
For resilient business

Built for mobile and telework 
scenarios and easily integrated with 
the collaboration tools of your 
choice, Acumatica delivers 
flexibility, efficiency, and continuity 
of operations to growing small and 
midmarket organizations

Acumatica Cloud ERP provides the best 
business management solution for 
digitally resilient companies

DeliveredRapid integrations

DeliveredConnected business

DeliveredRemote collaboration

DeliveredFuture proof

DeliveredBusiness resilience
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Acumatica Cloud ERP provides the best business management solution for digitally resilient companies. Built for mobile and telework scenarios and easily integrated with the collaboration tools of your choice…Acumatica delivers flexibility, efficiency, and continuity of operations to growing small and midmarket organizations.  And there are several reasons that support this…. One is delivering Connected Business.  Making sure everyone in your organization is connected and can see all elements of the business utilizing security to manage that access based on roles and responsibilities. Rapid Integrations. The ability to integrate Acumatica to the other cloud or technology investments that you’ve made.Delivering Remote Collaboration. Companies are asking how do I address the situation of having my entire Sales, Accounting or Operations team no longer in the office working under one roof but working remotely. How do I empower them to be in a collaborative environment?Business Resiliency. What happens if something such as COVID – 19 hits us? How quickly can I adapt, overcome and change my business model so that I can survive that interruption.And how do I have a technology and a platform and a solution that allows me to extend or Future Proof my organization. 



Acumatica - the fastest-growing Cloud ERP company
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Acumatica is the world’s fastest growing provider of cloud ERP, with the industry’s highest customer satisfaction rating trusted by companies across diverse industries. Acumatica is easy-to-use, full-featured and mobile software. With unlimited users, everyone can have a real-time view of your business anytime, anywhere. 	



Acumatica Cloud ERP 
enables 

Business Resiliency

Coronavirus – shifts the world to a 
digitally interactive society.
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The coronavirus and Covid-19 has shifted the world to a digitally interactive society. For small and medium-sized businesses, Acumatica is the operationally focused digital technology that assists in business resiliency and efficiency, enabling remote workers to continue working in support of their community. The digital world has arrived. This pandemic has completely transformed businesses and set up a “new” normal: the ability to conduct business digitally and ensure the return on investment (ROI) of an organization’s largest assets— its employees. Cloud enterprise resource planning (ERP) technology helps make the digital business resilient, durable, and sustainable so that it is able to withstand the factors of health and safety, social distancing, and working from home. At the pandemic's start, many large enterprises bought laptops, installed their legacy on-premises ERP systems onto the laptops, and then sent the devices to employees to use from home. Large, medium-sized, and small businesses using cloud ERP systems did not face this additional expense. They could simply conduct business as usual. Digital businesses require systems that are scalable, easy to use, and flexible. Small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) that are digitally transformed are more likely to report double-digital growth and higher profitability. While the market dynamics for individual companies are changing with the pandemic, going digital also enables a longer-term strategy after the crisis passes.



Digital 
transformation is 
underway.

1. Personalized Experiences
2. Connected Products
3. Connected Customers
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The transformation of SMB markets is already underway through: Personalized experiences. The customer expects every engagement, whether services or products, to be personalized. Organizations must constantly be digitally monitoring customer interactions and experiences. The customer data is the focal point creating demand and pushing spending to satisfy the demand. Connected products. As the Internet of Things drives more connected products and the visibility into product use and performance, businesses must analyze large data streams and react rapidly to support their customers but also be ready to take advantage of new revenue opportunities. COVID-19 has been the perfect storm of the Internet of Things connecting to cloud ERP systems for purposes of asset management. For example, connected facilities can control lighting and HVAC settings of unoccupied office buildings and facilities. In addition, asset management provides guidance on servicing & maintenance of equipment during shutdowns to ensure a smooth transition to production quantities as the facility’s re-open. Connected customers. Customers are becoming connected not only to their suppliers but also to each other. Having data management capabilities and digital systems that can monitor customers and their interactions with each other gives great insight into individual customer experiences. And during the pandemic, many customers are connecting even more with cloud and mobile devices, enabling new ideas and solutions with their technology systems. The pandemic has forced employees to remain within or near their homes; however, they can still move about and use their mobile phones and tablets to work outside or perhaps in other rooms while their children are e-learning on their computers.  Data is the resource that companies have, but most struggle with utilizing data effectively. The majority of organizations rank data and analytics as a competitive advantage or differentiator, but less than a quarter of organizations have been able to extract maximum available value from their data. All companies, no matter their size, need access to standard information to improve communication and collaboration across the enterprise. Through dynamic analysis of data sets, SMBs can achieve many benefits by understanding what is happening and why it is happening; they can also respond in a way that leads to better decision making, especially in times of crisis. Cloud ERP systems can assist in timely data capture, analytics, and insights to improve business decision making.



Future Proofing the Business

Platform advantage
Data transparency and insights
Anytime and anywhere availability
APIs, AI and ML
Low-Code/No-Code customizations
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Future Proofing the Business Organizations that use cloud ERP systems are future proofing their business. Acumatica Cloud ERP is built on a platform with data transparency to run the entire business. It is available anytime and anywhere, uses APIs, integrates artificial intelligence and machine learning, and enables low-code/no-code customization.COVID-19 has forced organizations to lean heavily on video-conferencing, remote employee learning, data security, virtual workspaces, social networks, cloud software, and cloud computing. These will continue to be at the top of the technology investment list for 2021 and beyond. Cloud ERP can provide an organization with:» Platform advantage. Leading organizations are shifting to platform thinking to evolve their business models and manage their technology architecture. Platform thinking is a fundamental shift in business strategy, moving beyond product differentiation and pricing and toward ecosystem-based value creation. It is also a long-term, sustainable response to new realities in this digital world.» Data transparency and insights. In this "data-driving-action“ world, ensuring the accuracy of the data and transforming data into insights become strategic imperative. Combining data with AI and Machine Learning means organizations are spreading intelligence from the core to the edge to turn data into action and action into value. One source of truth driving decision making based on real time data. » Anytime and anywhere availability. Customers are demanding more convenience and personalization. New business, operational, and organizational models are required to meet growing consumer expectations. » APIs. ERP applications constructed with APIs grant organizations more flexibility in integrating their business systems, applications and connecting to data. The APIs are more agile, allowing organizations to better adapt to unforeseen future business models and market changes without missing a beat. » AI/ML. AI innovation and application are being driven by massive investments in all kinds of industries. Hospitals are testing how AI can enhance care; manufacturing is using AI to run systems, train employees, and reduce downtime and human resource departments are using AI to sift through job applications. AI is changing the way ERP systems are utilized. » Low-code/no-code customizations. Collaboration, efficiency, and productivity are rapidly becoming core values of businesses. Utilizing the device of your choice and ease of use are becoming essential to the workforce and require a method for non-technical employees to connect. Organizations are turning to low-code/no-code mobile app development tools that can be easily learned and used by their non-technical line-of-business employees. Low-code/no-code mobile app development is enabled by software with visual drag-and-drop, out-of-the-box, pre-integrated connectors to cloud-based services or enterprise data sources. These low-code/no-code mobile app development tools evolved from webapp development tools and have proven successful in enabling employees to develop mobile apps for these devices, leveraging services in the cloud and via APIs.



Benefits

1. Standardized processes
2. Real-time information
3. Embedded analytics
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Benefits Cloud ERP changes the way a business utilizes its technology systems. Standardized processes, real-time information, and embedded analytics driving new business insights from massive amounts of data can help quickly steer a business to new pathways as it navigates changes in markets, competition, customer requirements, and supply chain issue resolution. According to ERP data from IDC's 2019 SaaS Path Survey, end users value high availability and uptime, ease of use, ease of implementation, and robust data security. These attributes are available with the selection of the right cloud ERP platform. In addition, a cloud ERP platform can help bring more value into the business through additional integrations into other software, leading to new innovations with cognitive tied to the workflows. When coupled with additional workflows from Independent Software Vendors in the cloud ERP ecosystem, these integrations can enhance the value of the cloud ERP platform. All areas can help bring the organization to life with insights that quickly alter the business course as needed making your organization a more risk intelligent enterprise. 



Acumatica Cloud ERP Software Version 2021 R1
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Save Time with Superior UsabilityAcumatica delivers award-winning usability unrivaled in the industry as a 100% browser-based cloud ERP that you can access from any device with an internet connection. Our modern UI and flexible workflows are why Acumatica consistently ranks highest in usability.In 2021 R1, we build even further on Acumatica’s comprehensive mobile image recognition capabilities. Acumatica users can seamlessly navigate to external URLs from General Inquiry results, saving time. We have also enhanced side panels by providing arranging and ordering capabilities. Acumatica users are now even better equipped to deliver their best work in less time.Gain a Competitive Edge with Best-in-Class FunctionalityAcumatica is tailor-made for midmarket growth businesses. Our platform delivers intelligent, industry-focused business functionality with the mission-critical capabilities and productivity aids required for Commerce, Construction, Distribution, Field Service, and Manufacturing. Acumatica provides best-in-class capabilities by embedding core functions into a single business-wide software suite. In 2021 R1, we deliver new features and enhancements to all our industry editions.Grow Your Business with a Powerful, Flexible Cloud PlatformAcumatica provides a future-proof cloud platform with native mobility, an intuitive user interface, and unique features that connect easily to extended applications with artificial intelligence and machine learning. Our true cloud platform is optimized for performance, scalability, and security.In 2021 R1, we continue to strengthen our AI/ML capabilities with mobile image recognition for business cards. We provide a visually intuitive KPI Meter on Acumatica dashboards—set dynamic goals and see how you’re tracking against your goals at-a-glance. Optimize all your application workflows with Acumatica’s sophisticated visual state automation engine. ***Transition to Sheila Ochoa – demo portion…Now, I’m going to pass it over to Sheila Ochoa who will talk a little bit about the customer experience todayinstant gratification and walk you thru an Acumatica product demo
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SHEILABuying/Selling is different than it used to be.We sort of live in a world of instance gratification....  Customers now use devices to search for products and prices and they buy when they  "think" about that product,  rather than writing a list down and getting everything on Saturday afternoon.  Real time information needs to be at your fingertips. If a customer calls and wants a product and you aren't sure you have it, they will go buy it elsewhere.     
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SHEILAMany small businesses are using multiple products which are disconnected and look and feel different.  They may be using QuickBooks for Financials and Excel or Access to track inventory.  If you have a disconnected system, you may be waiting for an import of data before all visibility is available.   it's challenging to know what your real-time inventory is; thus losing sales.    A Combined [I would suggest Connected instead of combined] system will help you actively compete in today's business.  Usability is critical to business success and users have no use for clunky technology.  Effective risk taking is needed in order to innovate, stay competitive, and drive value creation. So solve the disconnect - unify your inventory and financials systems.  
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SHEILAThis demo will focus on  Food Maven an Acumatica Customer . Food Maven is a company that sells oversupplied food to suppliers. They not only had a food waste problem, but a data problem and accurate inventory means getting the right product their customers. Like many other companies, they started on spreadsheets - moved to QuickBooks, now they are using Acumatica. With their disjointed system, they had: inaccurate inventory information.  They needed clear visibility of the products they had, so they could get them to the right locations in a timely manner.Lot tracing issuesNo real-time informationAmong other things.... By moving to Acumatica cloud ERP, they now have a unified system eliminating discrepancies in inventory counts,  and with the click of a button they can transfer inventory from Colorado to Texas and it updates reports to real time inventory levels.    In addition, before the Pandemic they just sold to suppliers, but Acumatica allowed them  to be agile and easily switch to selling direct to Customers  during the pandemic.   Let's take a look at how Food Maven achieved all of this with Acumatica cloud ERP.  



Product Demo
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PRODUCT DEMO TIME - Sheila Ochoa



STOP

Summary
Organizations need to be more virtual, mobile and 
agile.

scratching your head about
Cloud ERP…let’s talk about Acumatica
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In Summary…The digital world is here to stay. The pandemic has illuminated the benefits of a mobile workforce able to work from anywhere. Organizations recognize they need to be more virtual, mobile, and agile. This new world starts with cloud and a cloud ERP system that manages the business for the short-term and the long term. Added to this new world is an evidence-based culture where information from the ERP system and the surrounding data sets is fed into a platform that shapes decision making for the organization. Acumatica's solution is addressing the business needs and challenges for SMBs with its cloud ERP platform. Access to real time data from anywhere on any device. 



May 19th

Strategies for Inventory 
Management and 

Supply Chain Recovery

UPCOMING EVENTS

June 16th

Straight to your Door: 
Launch Curbside 

Delivery with Acumatica

July 18th - 23rd

Acumatica Summit 2021

In Las Vegas

Acumatica Summit 2021 July 18 – 23, 2021 @ Wynn Las Vegas, Nevada

https://www.acumatica.com/acumatica-events/


READY, SET, GO!

THANK YOU! 
Any questions? 
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In closing, I would like to THANK YOU for your time today and open it up for questions. If you have questions, please type them in the Questions Boxor raise your hand using the hand icon and I will unmute your phone so you can verbalize your question.



CONTACT US

Rockton Connect
sales@rocktonconnect.com

877-476-2586

Rockton Connect Rockton Connect@ConnectRockton

Tips & ERP Industry Updates: blog.rocktonconnect.com
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The time is NOW…let’s connect. TAKE ACTION - Reply to my email following today’s presentation and together we can assess your risk intelligent strategy. I look forward to getting to know you and your business needs. Take Care. Stay Healthy and Be Safe. Bye for now….
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